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User Testing Approach

Goal
Evaluate agent performance and preferences while accomplishing 
tasks relating to AT&T Multi-Device Protection Plans (MDPP) on the 
agent claims application. 

Methodology 
Usability testing was conducted in-person by Eric Song and Kristian 
Dela Cruz, who took turns as the facilitator and note-taker. Five 
moderated tests were performed with five AT&T agents during May 
24-25, 2018. Each testing session ranged from 30-90 minutes and 
comprised of four scenarios that simulated different interactions 
between Agents and Customers.

Testing Environment: To make agents feel comfortable, user 
testing was conducted in an environment that replicated the agent’s 
natural workspace. This allowing us to observe body behavior and 
facial expressions, ask follow-up questions, and get deeper 
understanding of the agent’s process and workarounds. 

Role-Playing: To better simulate real world interactions with 
customers, the facilitators played the role of customers on the phone 
when testing with agents. The facilitators asked questions during 
tasks like: “Are you still there?” and “Why is it taking so long?” to see 
how the agents react.

Analysis
• Qualitative findings were recorded as discrete data points 
• Data points were grouped into categories 
• Categories were grouped into broader themes based on trends
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User Testing Tasks
Agents were provided tasks that simulate real world scenarios that they would encounter while using the application.

Scenarios User
Examples

Successful
Completions

Ease of Use Avg. 
Rating

1. Exploration and understanding Account Home. [1] Video* 5/5 5/5

2. Starting a new claim on an already registered device that was 
damaged. [2] Video* 5/5 4/5

4. De-registering an existing device that is currently on the account. Video* 2/5 1/5

3. Registering a new device and going through the claim flow. Video* 2/5 1/5

3. Escalating for a refund Video* 1/5 [3] 4/5

TOTAL 15/25 15/25
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1. The participates had not been trained on the new terminology. We wanted to see how they would adapt from using the existing terminology on iCare.
2. Some participates were tenured and some were new agents in the company.
3. All users had to be guided on this process because of its unique interaction
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/69dkdgoifib5t2h/L%20CasesSR%20Colors.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7hgr8jc3ffkw6ro/E%20StartNewIncident_Failed.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fvwkg16xnfjnnfb/ConfusingonDeregister.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1a3km8ve0elwum4/B%20DeRegisterIsThisSupposeToBeBetter.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2q5sz5xzmkt4fuc/B%20SubReasonEscalation.mp4?dl=0
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B. Positive Findings

Some agents liked the overall simplicity of the 
new designs.
Although this was the first time some users had used the 
experience, they had confidence getting through the claim flow. 
They said it provided them with the tools they need be successful 
with their customers.        Video

Agents liked the visibility of the IMEI number on 
Account Home.
Account Home has information that agents need to help the 
customers through the claim flow. They liked the IMEI number 
displayed upfront because it is the personal number for the 
customer’s specific phone.       Video

Agents found the “Escalation” tab on Account 
Home useful for predicting the reason for calls.
Some agents found it helpful to have access to the customers’ 
Escalation information. One mentioned that it helps her predict 
what customers want when they call and makes them more 
prepared to answer customer questions.       Video

All agents were successful verifying customers.
Agents were able to successfully verify customers during the  
call simulation. Some agents mentioned that the role playing 
was very similar to real world interactions with customers while 
capturing their PIN.       Video

New terminology was easy to understand once 
agents saw the associated information.
Most agents easily connected the new terms in Horizon with 
the existing the terms used in iCare once they saw the 
information tied to them. For example, ”Agreements” was 
“Enrollments” on iCare.       Video

“Eye for Fraud” was prominent and easy to use.
One agent noticed the “Eye for Fraud” button located on the top 
of the page and liked the shorter process and ease of inputting 
the information.       Video

AT&T Frontline Agent Usability Testing

Continued

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ee2r0rfilw7karg/I%20Easy%20to%20Navigate.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ybjlbud5pz69vtg/IMEINumberThatsGood.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kesv1780h3bxcp5/I%20Escalations%20ReasonWhy.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1w6jxf97hhxziht/Verification.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8a1rhk0hapgdsin/C%20Terminology.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qtvrw4uoebd052i/EyeonFraud.mp4?dl=0
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B. Positive Findings (continued)

Agents liked the design of the Notes section.
Agents understood the organization of Notes. They liked the 
visibility of the ”Case Number”, which is the customers claim 
number. Additionally, agents also recommended adding the 
tracking number in the Notes section.        Video

Most agents liked having deductibles displayed 
earlier in the claims process.
Agents liked seeing the deductibles during the fulfillment step, 
which helps them better answer customer questions. In 
contrast, agents don’t see deductibles until the end in iCare.

Video

Agents liked how the “Cases/Service Request” 
tab displayed the current status of a claim.
The IMEI number allowed agents to help the customer faster 
because most customers don’t know it. Highlighting the 
deductible gave agents knowledge a step ahead to answer 
customer questions. However, some agents were confused 
why there were two deductible costs and recommended to only 
show it once to relieve confusion.

Video

AT&T Frontline Agent Usability Testing

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xw7pohmoeqmhoed/A%20OpeningNotes_304.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4uygcgo7ri6a76l/D%20DeductibleIsGood.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c366a7h52vifkcz/K%20CasesSR%20WhatItIs.mp4?dl=0
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C. Opportunities for Improvement 
Register and De-Register
Agents had difficulty understanding the process for “de-registering a device” when the customer had already reached their limit of 
three registered devices. 

AT&T Frontline Agent Usability Testing

2

1 Most agents looked for the new device’s MDN to file 
a claim, when it was not yet registered. 
Agents were confused when finding the correct MDN to file a claim. 
They thought that the first MDN displayed at the top of the page was 
for the device they had to file the claim on.       Video
Recommendation: Display messaging or a modal letting the agent 
know that all the registration slots are filled, and that the customer 
need to first de-register a device. Increase global font-size by 2px.

1

2

Multiple agents were not able to register a device 
because the button says “Start New Incident”.
Multiple agents explored and questioned how they can register the 
new MDN in Horizon.       Video
Recommendation: Change content to say “Register Device” and 
reposition the button to allow agents to take the next step.

3

Agents had difficulty de-registering a device.
Agents were confused on which device to de-register. Additionally, 
the “De-Register” button was hidden within the design. Multiple 
agents were confused because they were used to iCare.       Video
Recommendation: Prioritize the “De-Register” button, putting it 
upfront for agents to take action.

Continued

Usability testing | User 1

3

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vtakepp5pupfyb4/H%20WhatisStartNewIncident.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sdjsiia84e65jut/G%20IThoughtWeRegisteredDevice.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1a3km8ve0elwum4/B%20DeRegisterIsThisSupposeToBeBetter.mp4?dl=0
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C. Opportunities for Improvement (continued)
Notes
Frontline agents had difficulty filtering through the Notes section. They also questioned what an “SR Number” was and if it is useful for them.

AT&T Frontline Agent Usability Testing

4 Agents were confused by the way filtering works. 
When clicking on the filtering options in the notes table column 

headers, some agents expected the filters to activate when they 

clicked on the checkboxes. They didn’t know they had to click 

again on a button at the bottom of the filter window. Additionality, 

others didn’t know how to get notes back to its original state once 

filters were activated. Video
Recommendation: Consider having the filtering feature visible on 
top of the Notes table for prominence (recognition rather then 
recall).

4 5

Quotes
“Maybe it’s close to the claim numbers?” – User 1

“Ummm…maybe close to the dates?”– User 2

Reference: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

Usability testing | User 5

5 The notes filtering feature wasn’t obvious.
Some agents did not know they had to click on the small caret icon 

to open the filtering feature. Also, the clickable area of the caret 

icon is small, which caused difficulty in activating it.       Video
Recommendation: Consider having the filters visible (recognition 
rather then recall) on top of the Notes table for prominent 
dropdowns. This will avoid cognitive load and reduces agents 
needing to search for the feature.

Continued

https://www.dropbox.com/s/a5sjglazxyffx52/D%20FilteringOnNotes.mp4?dl=0
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o64upzxqrk1j1hs/B%20FilterNotes_1.mp4?dl=0
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
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C. Opportunities for Improvement (continued)
Identifying devices and nicknames
Agents believed that “Nicknames” will increase handle time and confuse customers during the claim process. Some agents 
mentioned they have older customers and assume that they might not remember the nickname of the device(s). 

AT&T Frontline Agent Usability Testing

6 All agents thought nicknames are not needed.
All agents thought asking for Nicknames would increase handle 
time. They also thought that asking for a device nickname later 
might be confusing for customers because they might forget the 
name they originally provided. Agents are used to identifying 
devices by their MDN throughout the claim process.       Video
Recommendation: Consider having Nickname as optional or have 
AT&T help with creating Nicknames for the customers devices.

6

Usability testing | User 2

Quotes
“Would they know about the Device nickname?”– User 2
“Older people call, but they don’t the nickname” – User 4

7

7 One agent had trouble saving the nickname.
An agent typed in the device nickname and thought that clicking 
the phone icon would save it. The ”Save” link is not visually 
connected to the nickname form, but was in close proximity to the 
phone icon.       Video
Recommendation: Move the Save button closer to the Nickname 
form to reduce user errors.

Continued

Reference: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

8 Agents had problems identifying the primary 
device on the account.
Users could not determine the Primary Device.       Video
Recommendation: Highlight the primary Device with a different 
color or unique visualization.

8

https://www.dropbox.com/s/e4ri0qm0hwtufg6/C%20Nickname%20MoreTime.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/uhcs4kx4vgt7k34/C%20StartNewIncident.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/su2pfloq7dt2alo/C%20HowDoWeKNowItsThePrimaryDevice?.mp4?dl=0
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C. Opportunities for Improvement (continued)

Some agents thought scripting was poorly 
placed and often too long.
Some agents were so used to the claim process that they no 
longer use scripts. Alternatively, new employees used it 
verbatim, but found it cumbersome because they had to scroll 
to see the entire script. Agents mentioned scripts were more 
upfront on iCare, and they used them to help track where they 
currently were in the claims process.       Video
Recommendation: Reposition scripts so they have more 
horizontal space to avoid scroll, while also improving their 
visibility on the page.

All agents thought Horizon was slow and were 
worried about their handle time.
During the the claims process, multiple agents voiced concern 
about the slowness of the system when they start using it with 
customers. Agents are measured on customer handle time, and 
latency would affect their performance.        Video
Recommendation: Continue to trouble shoot latency issues 
with development team.

“Escalate” interactions are confusing for all 
agents.
All agents were confused on how to interact with the forms on the 
Escalate modal. Agents bypassed Escalation Type and the micro-
copy “Type something or press down for options”. Instead they 
thought it worked like a simple dropdown menu. All agents 
continued to click on the dropdown icon and became frustrated 
trying to get to the next step. Once they chose the Escalation Type, 
they were confused by the numerous hidden options and needed to 
guess on the correct escalation type.       Video
Recommendation: Change the interaction be a dropdown to 
lessen the mental load for the users. By utilizing Neilson Normans 
recognition rather then recall this will provide users an easier 
understanding of the interaction.

Agents questioned blank screens during loading. 
Multiple agents during the test witnessed a blank screen and 
questioned what was happening. They asked if this would happen 
when it is live, if the system is slow, or if they did something wrong.

Video
Recommendation: Display the PEGA loading wheel for all instants 
when pages are loading. Heuristic: Visibility of system status
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/x4n7nfpo2642a7h/F%20ScrollingonScripting.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/cwgc9gprv2aataz/B%20LoadingTime.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vao57n8x8uda877/A%20DropdownInteraction.mp4?dl=0
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/868m807k9qrmlif/D%20LoadingScreen_NoSpinner.mp4?dl=0
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/

